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Abstract
In this paper we consider transmission problems
in either the full space or a subset and solve
the heterogeneous Helmholtz equation. By us-
ing tools from harmonic analysis we construct
the layer potentials in an abstract way, as so-
lution of certain transmission problem, not us-
ing a representation via Green’s functions. We
derive a formulation as boundary integral equa-
tions, which is coercive, self-dual and continu-
ous, hence well posed.
Keywords: Boundary element methods, layer
potentials, frequency-domain wave equation

1 Introduction
We consider the domain Ω ⊆ R3 with (possibly
empty) boundary Γ; it is partitioned in nΩ sub-
domains Ωj , 1 ≤ j ≤ nΩ. We define the skeleton
Σ :=

⋃
1≤j≤nΩ

Γj . We analyze the Helmholtz
transmission problem: for Re s > 0




p2s2u− div(A∇u) = 0 in Ωj , 1 ≤ j ≤ nΩ,

[u]D;j = 0 on Γj , 1 ≤ j ≤ nΩ,

[u]N;j = gj on Γj , 1 ≤ j ≤ nΩ,

Boundary conditions on Γ,

Radiation conditions if Ω is unbounded,

where [·]D;j [·]N;j denote the jump and co-normal
jump at Γj := ∂Ωj .

For simplicity gj is 0, except possibly on
some closed boundary Γj .

We allow for general coefficients A, p, i.e:

A ∈ L∞ (
Ω,R3×3

sym

)
, p ∈ L∞(Ω,R);

moreover it is assumed that p is positive, and A
is uniformly positive definite.

2 Layer Potentials
The layer potentials are defined for each sub-
domain Ωj separately. They are introduced in
an abstract way, by PDE techniques, and not
relying on the Green’s function [2].

For this goal we consider the subdomain Ωj

with boundary Γj := ∂Ωj , and extend the coef-
ficients p|Ωj

, A|Ωj
to positive (definite) L∞ co-

efficients pj , Aj defined on the full space R3.
We introduce the sesquilinear form

ℓj(s) : H
1(R3)×H1(R3) → C

ℓj(s)(u, v) :=
〈
p2js

2u, v
〉
R3 +

〈
Aj∇u,∇v

〉
R3 ,

with Lj(s) : H
1(R3) → H−1(R3) being the asso-

ciated operator.
The solution operator Nj(s) (called some-

times acoustic Newton potential) for this sesqui-
linear form is given by

ℓj(s)(Nj(s)f, w) = ⟨f, w⟩R3 ∀w ∈ H1(R3).

The single layer potential is defined by

Sj(s)ϕ := s1/2Nj(s)γD;j
′ϕ,

where γD;j is the usual trace operator and γD;j
′

is its dual. For the double layer, given any ϕ ∈
H1/2(Γj) consider a function f ∈ H1(R3) such
that γD;jf = s−1/2ϕ; then

Dj(s)ϕ|Ωj
:= −f |Ωj

+ (Nj(s)Lj(s)f |Ωj
)
∣∣∣
Ωj

;

Dj(s)ϕ|Ωc
j
:= f |Ωc

j
− (Nj(s)Lj(s)f |Ωc

j
)
∣∣∣
Ωc

j

.

The definition does not depend on f , only on
its trace. Note that these s-dependent scalings
will lead to boundary operators which allow for
norm estimates with optimal scaling in terms of
the frequency s.

These operators satisfy norm estimates con-
sistent with [6]. We refer to [4] for the details.

3 Skeleton Operators
The usual skeleton operators are obtained from
the layer potentials:

Vj(s) : H
−1/2(Γj) → H1/2(Γj),

Kj(s) : H
1/2(Γj) → H1/2(Γj),

K′
j(s) : H

−1/2(Γj) → H−1/2(Γj),

Wj(s) : H
1/2(Γj) → H−1/2(Γj),
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Vj(s) := {{Sj(s)}}D;j ,

Kj(s) := {{Dj(s)}}D;j ,

K′
j(s) := {{Sj(s)}}N;j ,

Wj(s) := −{{Dj(s)}}N;j ,

where {{·}}D;j , {{·}}N;j denote the mean of the
Dirichlet and Neumann traces.

The Calderón operators are first constructed
for a single domain in the usual way:

Cj(s) :=

[
−Kj(s) Vj(s)
Wj(s) Kj(s)

′

]
− Id

2
;

they are then collected in the block-diagonal
operator C(s) := diag1≤j≤nΩ

Cj(s) having the
trace data on the full skeleton as domain.

We incorporate homogeneous transmission
conditions into the function space where the so-
lution is sought by using the single trace space.
Homogeneous boundary conditions are also in-
corporated in the function space. Inhomogene-
ities are treated with suitable offset functions,
which modify the right-hand side. We refer
to [3, 5] for details.

At this point we are able to prove our main
theorem, namely the stability of the sesquilinear
form associated to the boundary integral oper-
ators.

Theorem 1. The operator C(s) is continuous.
Let σ := s

|s| , and denote with ⟨·, ·⟩X the nat-
ural scalar product in the product trace space;
then the following coercivity estimate holds for
all Φ in the single trace space which satisfy the
homogeneous boundary conditions on Γ:

Re
〈
CΦ, σΦ

〉
X

≥ Cmin{1, |s|2}Re s
|s|2

∥Φ∥2X ,

for some C > 0 which does not depend on s.

It follows that the resulting problem in weak
form is well-posed [1, 3, 4].

From the implementation point of view the
single trace space is enforced by only keeping
one pair of traces at each interface, adding the
contributions from both domains in order to ap-
ply the discretized operator.

4 Conclusions
• We present a general method to trans-

form acoustic transmission problems with
mixed boundary conditions to a system of

non-local Calderón operators on the skele-
ton, without relying on the explicit knowl-
edge of the Green’s function. The result-
ing skeleton operators are coercive, self-
dual and continuous.

• If the Green’s function is explicitly known,
the Calderón operators admit a represen-
tation as skeleton integrals, which allow
for a standard discretization by conform-
ing Galerkin BEM.
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